Ipod headphone jack

To create this article, 34 people, some anonymous, worked to edit and improve it over time. This
article has been viewed , times. Learn more The iPod Audio jack, which is obviously the most
important part of the iPod, can be easily damaged by tugging on the headphones in a certain
direction. This problem is common with surround sound earphones. This method will quickly
and easily fix the problem, with only a couple of drawbacks. NOTE : This method is pretty risky
and voids your warranty of course , if you're planning to void your warranty, then proceed.
We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and
thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality
how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to
wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with
your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We
use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie
Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article Steps. Tips and
Warnings. Related Articles. Author Info Last Updated: May 7, Make sure that the problem
originates with the iPod. Try alternate headphones to determine that the problem is not
attributable to the headphones themselves. Check to ensure that no lint or foreign material has
collected in the audio jack, which is quite common. If this is the case, remove it with the plastic
part of a cotton bud. Take a small screwdriver or something similar, like a rough credit card or
staples and slowly crack open the case. If you open it too fast, you may open up the front as
well, and you'll have slight difficulty putting it back together Important note: Open it extremely
slowly and do not touch the copper wire, as ripping out the copper wire will eliminate your hold
function as well as eliminating all sound from your iPod. Remove the glue strings if necessary.
When you first open the iPod, you'll notice little clear strings. This is glue. It is safe to move
these out of the way. Use something small your screwdriver, pencil, etc. First, push it in, then
slowly push it to the left and to the right until you hear sound. Apply force slowly once you've
found the direction to go. Keep applying force until the jack works without excess pressure.
Secret Admirer. Try wiggling the end of the plug while it's in your phone, gently, and see if
anything happens with the sound. You may have a short, or you may need the jack repaired or
replaced. Yes No. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 0. Include your email address to get a message when
this question is answered. By using this service, some information may be shared with
YouTube. It's possible that if you push on the silver box that may fix rather than side to side.
Helpful 3 Not Helpful 0. If you accidentally pull out the copper connector wires for the audio jack
and the video screen, it is possible to plug them back into the ports where they belong. This is
not an easy task, but it is possible to reconnect them if you have the right tools Helpful 2 Not
Helpful 3. Submit a Tip All tip submissions are carefully reviewed before being published. Try
stiffer Guitar picks yes, plural : a group of 2 to 4 picks will eliminate rear pan damage. Helpful 4
Not Helpful 0. This procedure may eliminate one small but unimportant feature. When the
headphones are removed, the iPod is programmed to instantly pause all playing data. After you
have performed the repair with this method, the iPod may no longer perform this function.
Helpful 11 Not Helpful 5. Helpful 11 Not Helpful 6. Research iPod opening tool kits. Helpful 2 Not
Helpful 1. Do not pull the copper wires. Helpful 4 Not Helpful 5. If you do this with a screwdriver
there is a possibility that you may ruin your screen! Helpful 1 Not Helpful 1. Related wikiHows
How to. How to. Co-authors: Updated: May 7, Categories: IPods. Thanks to all authors for
creating a page that has been read , times. Is this article up to date? Cookies make wikiHow
better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. About This Article. Related
Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy
policy. Follow Us. X Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the world
continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! Apple recently took
the tech world by surprise with the announcement of a brand new iPod touch â€” but even more
surprising was the revelation that the updated music player features a 3. Why was this so
surprising? Well, Apple stopped including headphone jacks on its smartphones a long time ago
in favor of its own multi-purpose Lightning port, with the last jack-friendly models, the iPhone
6S and iPhone SE , being discontinued in Despite uproar from consumers at the time, Apple
marketing chief Phil Schiller said the firm had been motivated by "courage" to get rid of the
headphone jack. Schiller explained at the unveiling of the iPhone 7 : "Some people have asked
us why we would remove the analogue headphone jack. It's been with us a really long time and
it comes down to one word: courage. Our team has tremendous courage. We speculated at the
time that the removal of the headphone jack likely freed up space for extra technologies such as
the A10 Fusion processor â€” the same processor used in the new iPod touch 7th generation.
We asked Apple for comment but the brand declined. There are lots of speaker styles to choose
from â€” that's why we've put together lots of guides on the best speakers you can buy in
Looking for some Hi-Res audiophile speakers to go with your record player? Bored of your TV's

lackluster audio? Try one of our best soundbars on for size. If you need a speaker you can take
everywhere, make sure you look at the best waterproof speakers. For total control of your smart
home, invest in one of the best smart speakers , which come with Google Assistant , Amazon
Alexa, or Siri built-in. After all, the new iPod touch supports Hi-Res Audio codecs like FLAC and
Apple Lossless, which are capable of reproducing the full range of sound from recordings that
have been mastered from better-than-CD quality music sources, a sound that closely replicates
the quality that the musicians and engineers were working with in the studio at the time of
recording. Thinks that the inclusion of the 3. But what about headphones that plug into the
Lightning port? According to Cox, these headphones could even provide higher quality audio
than traditional models with a 3. Ultimately, this could mean better sound quality. Even so, the
likelihood is that most audiophiles will have a pair of 3. So, by including the 3. Not only that, but
the headphone jack will likely appeal to more casual music listeners as well:. Design-wise, the
new iPod touch looks nearly identical to its predecessor â€” meaning Apple can use the same
machinery it used when making the previous iPod touch model. Saving on manufacturing costs
could be a compelling reason for the tech giant to keep the headphone jack - and sticking with
older designs certainly gives Apple that opportunity. Apple says that the new iPod touch
provides "fun and productive AR experiences across gaming, education and web browsing",
with experiences made even more immersive with the "new capabilities of shared AR, persistent
AR, which is tied to a specific location, and image detection", which makes it possible for the
new iPod touch to "magically bring to life 3D objects like toys and sculptures. The emphasis on
education suggests that the new iPod touch is meant to be kid-friendly. Plus, wireless
headphones can be tricky to pair, even for adults. Keeping the headphone jack makes the iPod
touch as simple to use as possible, and potentially ideal for younger users. Why would Apple
want to appeal to kids with this latest iPod touch? The inclusion of Apple's A10 Fusion chip
means that the new iPod touch is optimized for gaming, including what Apple calls, "immersive
augmented reality AR experiences" â€” experiences that are likely to come as part of Apple
Arcade. Apple says that the Arcade service will come with "over new and exclusive games with
no ads or additional purchases, and the ability to download games for offline play" â€” and it
seems that the company is setting up the new iPod touch as a relatively inexpensive way to get
access to it. So, by making the iPod touch accessible for children with the inclusion of a
headphone jack, Apple may be hoping to get more tiny hands on its tech â€” potentially
resulting in more parents reaching into their wallets to subscribe to Apple Arcade as children
want access to quality titles. Please deactivate your ad blocker in order to see our subscription
offer. See more Audio news. Most Popular Most Shared. To start the conversation again, simply
ask a new question. It still thinks it has headphones plugged in when it doesn't. I don't see
anything stuck in the port. Phones work if I plug them in, but the speaker doesn't come on when
no phones are plugged in then if I press the volume buttons the onscreen says headphones on
the volume indicator popup. Posted on Nov 5, PM. Page content loaded. Nov 5, PM in response
to abrahamkafi In response to abrahamkafi. I would restart the device by turning it off then
turning it back on. This should fix it. Hope this helps! Nov 5, PM. Nov 6, AM in response to
abrahamkafi In response to abrahamkafi. There is a little switch in the headphone jack that
disconnects the speaker when the headphone jack is inserted. All your preferences and settings
are reset. Apple Retail Store - Genius Bar. If not under warranty Apple will exchange your iPod
for a refurbished one for this price. They do not fix yours. Apple - iPod Repair price. Nov 6, AM.
Nov 6, PM in response to abrahamkafi In response to abrahamkafi. I actually did a bunch of this
stuff short of replacing the jack or resetting the device before I posted. What did the job was
getting to the office today a shoving the tip of an air duster all the way in the port and shooting
one little tap in there did the job. Blowing into the port was the solution just needed more
power. Nov 6, PM. Apr 11, AM in response to abrahamkafi In response to abrahamkafi. Some
people have said use compressed air and that works but if you don't have that a ball pump
works just as well. Apr 11, AM. Communities Get Support. Sign in Sign in Sign in corporate.
Browse Search. Ask a question. User profile for user: abrahamkafi abrahamkafi. More Less. All
replies Drop Down menu. Loading page content. Nov 5, PM in response to abrahamkafi In
response to abrahamkafi I would restart the device by turning it off then turning it back on.
Reply Helpful Thread reply - more options Link to this Post. User profile for user: lllaass lllaass.
Desktops Speciality level out of ten: 1. Try the following to rule out a software problem - Reset
the iPod. Seems you have a bad headphone jack. Apple - iPod Repair price A third-party place
like the following will replace the jack for less. Google for more. Question marked as Solved
User profile for user: abrahamkafi abrahamkafi. Nov 6, PM in response to abrahamkafi In
response to abrahamkafi I actually did a bunch of this stuff short of replacing the jack or
resetting the device before I posted. Thx all. User profile for user: Subiaco72 Subiaco Apr 11,
AM in response to abrahamkafi In response to abrahamkafi Some people have said use

compressed air and that works but if you don't have that a ball pump works just as well. Ask a
question Reset. FlexClip is one of the best and fastest ways to edit videos, add audio, and add
other effects to them. YouTubers and TikTok users can use it to professionallyâ€¦. Apple is
meant for new events and things. They literally proved that, by launching new accessories day
by day. On Frida
boat fuse box not working
2006 hyundai sonata ignition switch
2001 mazda 626 fuel pump relay location
y they released the Leather Sleeve caseâ€¦. At the same time, people face a problem. The world
is attaining its peak in digitalization. People are very smart and they tend to love smart
accessories in their home and office. Who will say noâ€¦. I am not a passionate person about
music, but when I go jogging I put on my Airpods and hear songs and after that, I became a
musicâ€¦. When I think about the features of the iPhone 12, I really like the 5G network. Yeah,
people always crave for better network connection because that mostly connectsâ€¦. Are you
eager to buy the new iPhone 12 series? The MagSafe charging method toâ€¦. Apple launched
the iPhone 12 series with the Magsafe feature. When it became a requirement to buy a charger
for the iPhone 12, people started showing interest inâ€¦. These heart rate monitorsâ€¦. Shoulder
holsters are very easy to carry and also safely hold the iPhone. It also comes with a different
variety like a sling bag. Holsters not only protectâ€¦. Older posts.

